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This document describes the circuit design, assembly and alignment for the Nacton 4m transverter 
module. Reference is made to the accompanying 10W power amplifier. 
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4m amateur band transverter module 

Version 1.1 

Featuring a very high dynamic range receive converter and spectrally clean 

transmit converter.  

Technical  description 

A modern 70 MHz/28MHz linear transverter module and power amplifier 
The Nacton transverter consists of two parts. A compact transverter module and an RF MOS 10W 

power amplifier and low pass filter.  These are housed in a readily available, low cost aluminium 

enclosure  made by Hammond.  The side of the enclosure  acts as the heat sink for the modest 

power amplifier. 

This paper describes the transverter module, including assembly and alignment. 

 Separate SMA connectors are provided for  the 28MHz IF transmit and receive ports as well as for 

the 70MHz transmit and receive ports.  PTT input and earth on transmit ( EOT) & +12v on transmit 

outputs are provided on the rear panel using RCA phono sockets. Power supply input is via 2.5mm 

concentric connector. 

The front panel mounts an on/off toggle switch and LED indicators for power on and transmit on. 
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 Circuit description 
The transverter schematic diagram is shown in Appendix A 

As described, the linear ( all-mode)transverter module receives and transmits from 69.50MHz to  

70.5MHz, with an intermediate IF of 27.5 to 28.5MHz 

A common ADE1H balanced diode ring mixer, requiring +17dBm local oscillator drive at 42MHz, is 

used for both transmit and receive.  Separate RF and IF paths exist through the transverter, except 

for the mixer and band pass filter. 

The crystal controlled local oscillator uses the well known two-stage Butler design with bipolar 

transistors and  an HC43/U third overtone crystal at 42MHz, followed by a high level local oscillator 

amplifier to +20dBm.  Extensive low pass filtering is used after the local oscillator amplifier stage to 

reduce the chances of harmonic mixing with high level out of band signals at the receive converter 

input. A π attenuator reduces the local oscillator signal level to +17dBm and provides a degree of 

extra matching at the mixer LO port to improve mixer IMD performance. 

3 x 42MHz = 126MHz 

126MHz - 28MHz =  98MHz. This is right in the middle of Band 2 FM! 

Modern transverters require much higher frequency stability than in the past. This is catered for by 

providing an external input/output that can be used in a number of ways to achieve the required 

stability. For normal, everyday, use the basic transverter uses a high quality Krystally crystal.  

On receive the input signal is passed via a low loss single pole filter, at 70MHz, to a PHEMT MMIC 

type SPF5043 RF stage where the converter noise figure is established. This device has an 

exceptionally high input intercept at 4m. 

The MMIC  RF output passes via the PIN switch to a three stage 70MHz band pass filter. This filter 

establishes the pass bandwidth of the transverter. It can be tuned to cover anywhere from about 68 

to 72MHz, as required.  From the filter the signal passes to the mixer and then via an attenuator to 

another PIN diode switch before reaching the post mixer amplifier and 28MHz output band pass 

filter. Overall gain is 15dB with input third order intercept ( extrapolated) of +9dBm.  Extrapolation is 

always prone to uncertainties, but the measured input 1dB compression point (IPP1dB)  is -6dBm, 

which with P HEMT technology typically giving IIP3 around 15dB above P1dB, seems to indicate that 

this number is probably quite close to the true IIP3.  This is consistent with previous measures on a 

stand-alone preamp using the same device. The measured noise figure for the overall transverter 

receive converter is less than 3.5dB 

On transmit the incoming 28MHz IF signal, at a level of up to +27dBm, is first terminated and then 

attenuated to less than +6dBm. The attenuator has been made adjustable to allow for differing drive 

levels.  

After passing the PIN diode switch the transmit  IF signal passes to the mixer, is up-converted  and 

then  filtered in the common 3-stage  Chebyshev band pass filter to remove all out of band signals, 
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leaving the required 70MHz signal to be PIN switched to the dual SPF5043 transmit amplifier that 

takes the output level up to over +20dBm ( if required).  A further two stages of 70MHz filtering is 

employed  between the two transmit amplifier stages to ensure compliance with spectrum purity 

requirements. No low pass filtering is provided after the transmit amplifier chain. Before connecting 

the transverter module direct to an antenna, a suitable low pass filter MUST be used. 

Two methods of transmit/ receive switching are incorporated. Either common earth to transmit (PTT 

ground) or high impedance +ve  voltage on the transmit IF input will cause the transverter to switch 

from receive to transmit. 

Flexibility is incorporated by providing an external MOS FET ( common collector or common drain) 

earth on transmit (EOT) output as well as current limited +12 and +5V transmit outputs. A +5V on 

receive output is also provided on the board for preamplifier switching, if required. The EOT output 

must not be accidently connected (shorted)directly to ground or TR6 may fail. 

Three separate voltage regulators are provided. One for the local oscillator chain ( +8V), one for the 

receive converter (+5V) and one for the transmit amplifiers (+5V) and PA module bias. 

The transverter  operating voltage is from +10V ( it will work down to as low as 6.5v, but gain is then 

very low) and up to +15V. Nominal supply current  is 13.5V at 210mA on receive and 300mA on 

transmit. The complete transverter, with recommended PA, takes less that 1.5 Amp at full output. 

The picture below is a view of the top side of the Nacton, using the PCB that is available as part of a 

short kit. 
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The PCB measures 10cm x 6.4cm and uses  1.6mm FR4 material. The tuneable coils are made by 
Coilcraft, although equivalent TOKO coils can be used, if available. The high quality 42MHz crystal is 
available from G4HUP, although one is included with the short kit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Performance 
These figures are from the prototype. No guarantee is given that these numbers can always be 

reproduced. Caveat Emptor! 

Receive converter 

Gain 15dB 

Noise figure 3.5dB 

Input third order IP +9dB 

Transmit converter 

output  10W, saturated 

3-4W PEP at -34dB IMD WRT PEP or 28dB WRT each of two equal tones 

All unwanted products <53dB at 10W output 

 

Power amplifier  
The suggested transmit amplifier uses a readily available and low cost Mitsubishi RF MOS module 

type RA07H0608M. The module requires less than +17dBm input for  +40dBm (10W) output.  Whilst 

at this output power the module is into compression, it is still suitable for single signal modes such as 

FM, CW and FSK modes. At 4W output the amplifier is very  linear and provides a very clean 

spectrum in SSB, as shown in the accompanying plots. 

In order to make the 4m 

Nacton transverter module 

easier to construct a short kit, 

consisting of the more 

difficult to obtain parts, is 

being made available from 

the author 
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Close in 

spectrum shows no sign of mixer overdrive at 10W output 

Output harmonic spectrum 10 - 250MHz at 10W output 
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Third order IMD at 4W PEP output 

 

A three stage low pass filter ensures all harmonics are better than 53dB down at 7W output. This 

figure will be improved upon by the use of an extra pole in the LPF. 

The power module is switched to transmit using the transmit module +5v transmit output 

connection. 

Seven  watts output is more than sufficient to drive any of the modern RF MOS power modules 

currently available. These are usually capable of reaching the UK license power level of 160W PEP 

output for less that 4W drive! 

If demand is sufficient a small batch of PA PCBs will be made available. It will be cheaper for builders 

to purchase their own PA modules from a UK distributor or to import them from RF Parts in the USA 

than for the designer to supply them. 

Housing the Nacton 4m transverter 
The Hammond box shown below is the suggested housing for the transverter. It  costs  around £12 
from Rapid Electronics of Colchester. 
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The most convenient form of construction  is to slide an old half 1.6mm double-sided PCB Eurocard ( 

160mm x 100mm)  into the slots on the case to act as a mount for the transverter module. The 

transverter module is bolted to this card with long M2.5 screws with the underside of the 

transverter at least 6 - 8mm above the copper of the Eurocard .  

Input and output connections can be SMA edge connectors ( recommended) with the connectors 

poking through suitable size holes in the back panel, as shown below. Obviously the connector spills 

need to be isolated from the PCB ground plane and this can be achieved with a sharp scalpel or a 

rotary Dremel with narrow grinding wheel. 

Connections to the transverter module are made with short lengths of miniature 50Ω coax. PTFE 

cable is best to avoid melting the usual melted dielectric when soldering the braid of RG174 type 

cables to the Eurocard PCB. 

The PA module PCB is bolted to the side of the box, used as a heat sink. For 10W the case provides 

and adequate heat sink. A small aluminium plate is used as a heat spreader plate between the 

module and the inside of the box. A small amount of good heat sink compound should be used 

between the module and the heat spreader plate as well as between the plate and the box. 

Control sockets for PTT, power etc can be mounted to the rear panel of the Hammond case. 
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Assembly instructions for the transverter module 
Surface mount technology (SMT) is used in the assembly of the Nacton 4m ( 70MHz) transverter. 
 
 
 

 
 
This is a view of an early build on the 'Initial PCB' The orange, red and green trimmers are now 
replaced with the two orange and one white trimmer in the bill of material  (BOM) list. 
Note that IC2 and IC3 are shown incorrectly on the PCB, with their numbers reversed. The lower 
regulator is actually IC2. The overlay in Appendix C is correct. 
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The advantage of using surface mount construction is that the final transverter is far more compact 
than if leaded parts were used. Not only that but the use of surface mount devices (SMD) ensures 
that the design is far more reproducible because of the lower parasitics exhibited by SMD parts, the 
lower spread in component values, low cost and finally because SMD parts are now much easier to 
buy from the big component dealers. How long before leaded parts disappear completely?0805  
(2012) size SMDs are used in the Nacton. These are a good compromise between size and cost.  
Generally, smaller 0603 SMD parts are slightly cheaper than 0805. The PCB can be populated with 
0603 size SMD (passive) parts  if preferred. There is no choice in size with the semi conductors, 
trimmer components, tuneable coils, mixer, voltage regulators and ICs. A few 1206 size parts are 
used where the larger size has made it easier to design the PCB. 
 
The Nacton is assembled on a double sided FR4 fibreglass PCB of size 100 x 64mm. The overall height 
of the assembled board is approximately 13 - 16mm ( depending on L20 - one of two different types 
of coil can be used - the smaller coil is supplied in the short kit). The board has four mounting holes 
that will take M2.5 bolts and nuts to enable the PCB to be mounted in a screened box, as required. 
 

PCB 
Early versions of the Nacton were supplied with the 'initial' PCB. This is easily identified by some 

mirrored printed silk screen legend on the component size of the board.  Several components are 

incorrectly  identified on the PCB. There are also a couple of small track errors. These are identified 

later in the Errata sheet. The errors are minor and easily rectified, as explained. The later 'Issue B' 

boards will not have these faults. It often takes at least two 'spins' to get a PCB right!  

Make sure you observe static precautions when soldering small SMD parts to the PCB. 

Normally the recommendation is to solder all small capacitors, resistors and fixed inductors first. 

However, experience has shown that this is not the best order with a complex PCB. I find it better to 

solder down many of the larger SMD parts ON THE COMPONENT SIDE OF THE PCB  (not the tuneable 

coils, TX gain potentiometer or crystal) first. The reason is that it is more obvious where these are 

placed than rather anonymous 1nF capacitors etc. These larger parts then provide a convenient 

'landmark' as to where the smaller parts should be soldered. 

Use a fine pointed, temperature controlled  soldering iron. A 50 - 80W is ideal. Smaller irons often do 

not have enough heat capacity to make good soldered ground connections. 18W irons are a 

complete waste of time! Set the temperature around 320°C 

Start by soldering the three voltage regulators to the PCB. Apply a small 'blob' of solder to ONE pad 

where each regulator will go. Use 0.3mm diameter solder, designed for SMD work. Ordinary 0.7-

0.8mm diameter solder will make a mess of the board. It forms far too large a blob.  Use leaded 

solder. Since we are not compelled to use unleaded solder on home constructed equipment I see no 

good reason to use unleaded solder. It still forms far too many unreliable joints. With one lead 

soldered down, solder the second lead to its associated pad. Ensure that the ground tab of each of 

the regulators is solidly soldered to the area of PCB without solder resist ( green) area. Heat sinking 

the regulators, particularly IC3, is critical to dissipating unwanted heat during  transmit. 
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Next solder the seven 10uF tantalum capacitors to their respective pads near to the regulators.  The 

sloping end or end marked with a bar  is the positive connection. C65 is located next to the Vcc Pad 

input.  

Solder the mixer into place, noting that the mixer is orientated correctly. The dot index mark should 

be on the side nearest to IC4. 

Once these parts are soldered into place you can solder the other fixed value,  passive, resistors, 

capacitors and inductors into place. There are several 1206 size components used where it has been  

necessary to bridge another track. Make sure you use the right size and value parts in the right 

places. Do not forget R23, 31 and 32 on the 'initial PCB'!. 

After the passive parts are soldered into place solder the transistors and diodes into place observing 

the correct polarity. The PIN diodes are small SOD323 size and you need to look carefully to identify 

the anode and cathode ends of the diode. The end of the PIN with the 'D' is the cathode or barred 

end. The 1N4148 is in the glass MELF package. Solder this diode very carefully so that it is not 

overheated. 

Solder the SPF5043 MMICs into place again taking extreme care to orientate the MMIC correctly. 

The wider lead should be in the position shown. A small solder blob should be applied to the pad 

where the wider lead goes. Ensure you can see the remaining pads. This takes extreme care! Solder 

the other three SPF5043 leads to their respective pads. I find this is best achieved by pressing the 

lead down gently with the tip of the iron. Apply the thin solder and observe that it 'flows' onto the 

pad. 

Mods to Iss. A PCB (Initial) 
The Iss. A PCB somehow managed to omit R23. It should be carefully soldered between the end of L4  

and the adjacent ground via just below the index dot on MX1. 

Earth on Transmit ( EOT) was unreliable until R31 and R32 were added. On Iss A boards it is 

necessary to break the track connecting to the gate of the 2N7002 from TR4 collector, where shown 

( actually shown underneath R31). Make sure you understand where to cut the track before cutting! 

The diagram below shows where to cut the track. 
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Simplified diagram showing where to cut the track to insert R32 in series with the input to TR6 gate. 

R31 is connected between the gate and ground connection pads of TR6. 

 

In order to solder the MAV11 input and output to their respective pads it is also be necessary to 

scrape the green solder resist from those pads (tracks) and then tin them. The MAV11 should be 

soldered with its  output (index dot) to the track with C21. The two source leads can be soldered to 

the adjacent  PTH grounds. This can clearly be seen in the photo on page 9. Bottom left. Chip marked 

IC3 (actually IC2!)  
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Modifications to the 'Initial PCB'.  Zoom in to read the black text on the PCB 
Notice the mirrored silk screen writing at the top of the PC   'C G4DDK 2013' 
This will be corrected in the Issue B PCB. For now it identifies the 'initial PCBs' 

Ground plane side of the PCB 
When all components have been soldered down to the component side of the PCB, the leaded 

components can be soldered in place. These mount from the 'top' or ground plane side of the PCB 

with their leads passing through the plated through vias and soldered on the component side. 

The Coilcraft tuneable coils should be soldered in place first, ensuring that the screening can is fitted 

down tight to the ground plane. The leads can be soldered on the component side and then once 

you are happy that the screening can is flat to the PCB, go back and solder the can lugs on the 

component side. L20 should NOT have a screening can. The earlier short kits were provided with a 

slightly taller blue coils that were provided without screening cans. Later kits used the same coils in 

all six positions but the can was removed from L20 to increase the coil Q ( reduces loss) and slightly 

change the inductance range. 

Next fit the 500Ω TX Gain trimmer potentiometer. Note the asymmetry of the leads underneath the 

trimmer. The 'odd' lead is the wiper and goes towards the centre of the PCB. 

This trimmer should be fitted close to the PCB, but be careful not to inadvertently short the input 

and wiper leads to ground. 

The 42MHz crystal should be fitted down onto the PCB. A gap if approximately 0.5mm should be left 

between the crystal and the ground plane so that heat is not conducted from the ground plane to 

the crystal body. 
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Alignment 
Alignment of the Nacton is straightforward, but does require a few items of test equipment. If you 

don't have these yourself, seek out a local amateur that does have them. Alignment without these is 

possible but you will not obtain optimum performance, which would be a real waste of time and 

money. You will need a current limited 12v PSU, Spectrum analyser covering at least to 1GHz, power 

meter capable of measuring up to 500mW and an accurate frequency counter able to measure to at 

least 42MHz. 

Initial tests 
Connect the transverter module to a current limited 12- 13.5V supply with a current meter. Set the 

current limit to 0.5A 

On receive the Nacton should take about 210mA. If the consumption is much higher or lower than 

this, you may have a fault. Investigate the fault before proceeding with the alignment. 

When working correctly there should be approximately +5V at the junction of R30 and C44. If not 

check for supply volts at the input to IC2. If this isn't present you have a fault that you need to fix 

first.  When switched to transmit the +5V  at the junction of R30 and C44 should reduce to less than 

0.2V.  

When switched to transmit, (by applying a ground to the PTT input) +5V should appear at the 

junction of L19 and C50. Again if this does not appear you have a fault that needs to be fixed before 

you can proceed. 

Finally, in the initial tests, check that there is +8 volts at the junction of R1 and C1. This should 

remain constant on either transmit or receive. 

Alignment of  the local oscillator 
The first thing that MUST be aligned is the local oscillator. Connect a 500Ω coaxial probe to your 

spectrum analyser with the analyser centre frequency set to 42MHz and span to something like 

1MHz. The amplitude reference should be set to 0dBm. This corresponds to +20dBm at the probe 

input ( -20dB probe). 

A suitable probe can be made as shown by soldering a 510Ω resistor in series with the inner and at 

the end of a length of thin 50Ω coaxial cable. 
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Connect the probe across R15 and adjust C5 and C10 alternately for maximum 42MHz output. Adjust 

C67 trimmer for maximum  output (-6 to -3dBm after the probe, at the analyser input). Because MX1 

LO input is not exactly 50Ω the reading may be a few dB lower than you would measure across a 51Ω 

resistor substituted for MX1. The actual input to MX1 should be +17dBm. A few dB either way will 

not adversely affect performance. 

Using a frequency counter in place of the spectrum analyser ( unless your analyser is frequency 

locked) adjust C5 and C10 for close to 42.000MHz. Final setting can wait until later. +/-1kHz will do 

for now. If you can't quite set to 42.000MHz is may be worth substituting a few component values 

such as C6 or C9. This should NOT be necessary, but in extreme cases a 390nH inductor may be 

required across the crystal in position marked C7. 

With the LO working as expected, turn to alignment of the receive converter. 

Alignment of the receive converter 
Connect the 28MHz IF output from the Nacton to a 10m receiver input. The noise should increase by 

a few dB. 

Connect a good  (preferably well-matched)  4m band antenna to the Nacton 70MHz receiver input. 

If an antenna is not available a 50Ω termination will work nearly as well for the initial alignment. An 

open circuit input is NOT suitable. This condition generates much less noise to aid alignment. 

Carefully adjust L14, 15 and 16 for maximum noise output at 28MHz. The core of the three coils 

should be about the thickness of the screening can BELOW the top of the screening can. L20 will be 

found to be very broadly tuned and is ideally set for lowest noise figure using a noise figure meter. If 

this is not available, tune for best signal to noise on a WEAK received signal. 

Alignment of the transmit converter 
Connect a suitable power meter to the 70MHz RF output. This should be capable of reading 250mW 

full scale. An HP 432 or 435 with suitable sensor head is ideal, but you MUST use a 10dB attenuator  

between the sensor and the transverter 70MHz output. At maximum expect between 100 and 

200mW at the transverter output. 

Switch to transmit by applying a ground to the PTT input.  

Apply between 0 and +20dBm of 28MHz RF to the 28MHz IF transmit input. Adjust R27 fully 

clockwise to give the maximum signal ( lowest attenuation) into the mixer. As L14, 15 and 16 are 

already aligned from setting up the receiver all that is needed is to adjust L21 and L22 for maximum 

output of between 100 and 200mW. The cores of these two coils will be about 1/2 to 1turn lower in 

the coil than for the previous three coils. This is due to slightly lower coupling between filter stages. 

Now turn R27 anticlockwise to reduce the drive and the 70MHz output should reduce as this 

happens. The point where it reduces by about 1dB is the correct setting for the IF drive level you 

have chosen. 
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Note that transceivers like the ICOM IC735 and IC756 have much reduced IF transmit output (  ~ -

20dBm) and may require as much as 20dB gain in the transmit IF path to obtain enough drive for the 

mixer and to achieve maximum transverter output. 

R24 and R25 are used to 'dump' excessive drive. It may help to remove these two resistors if your 

transceiver is not giving enough drive. The transceiver transmit output is so low that you will not 

normally cause any damage and the combination of R26, with R27 turned to maximum will, with the 

IF input impedance of MX1, provide an reasonable match anyway. 

Conversely, R24 and R25 can be replaced by four 240Ω, 1206 size resistors to increase the 

dissipation limit and allow up to 0.5W of 28MHz drive. It is not advisable to dissipate more than 

0.5W on the board in this way. If you need to lose more drive, use an external attenuator before the 

28MHz IF input. 

 

Document history 

Issue and date Changes 
Draft                                       14/10/13 Draft 

Issue 1.0                                24/11/13 Assembly and alignment instructions added 

Issue 1.1                                27/11/13 Some minor word changes after review 
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Appendix A 
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Appendix B 
 

Nacton 4m Transverter BOM & COSTING   

Revision E v1.1    

Part Value Package Supplier and code quant
ity 

C1 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004 24 

C2 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C3 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C4 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C5 40pF TZB4P400AB10R
00 

Farnell 176-0637 
(Yellow) 

2 

C6 47pF C0805  1 

C7 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C8 27pF C0805  1 

C9 10pF C0805  1 

C10 10pF TZC3R100A110B
00 

Farnell 952-8697 
(White) 

1 

C11 22pF C0805  2 

C12 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C13 100nF C0805 Rapid 71-1650 2 

C14 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C15 100pF C0805  4 

C16 120pF C0805  1 

C17 100pF C0805   

C18 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C19 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C20 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C21 82pF C0805  2 

C22 100pF C0805   

C23 470pF C0805  1 

C24 100pF C0805   

C25 82pF C0805   

C26 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C27 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C28 10uF Case B 16V RS 496-3589 7 

C29 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C30 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C31 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C32 1nF C1206   

C33 8.2pF C0805  5 

C34 15pF C0805  4 

C35 1pF C0805  1 

C36 22pF C0805   

C37 1pF C0805   

C38 15pF C0805   

C39 8.2pF C0805   

C40 10uF Case B 16V RS 496-3589  

C41 10uF Case B 16V RS 496-3589  

C42 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C43 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C44 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C45 56pF C0805  2 

C46 18pF C0805  2 

C47 18pF C0805   

C48 56pF C0805   

C49 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C50 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C51 8.2pF C0805   

C52 1.5pF C0805  1 

C53 8.2pF C0805   

C54 8.2pF C0805   

C55 15pF C0805   

C56 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C57 15pF C0805   
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C58 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C59 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C60 100nF C0805 Rapid 71-1650  

C61 10uF Case B 16V RS 496-3589  

C62 10uF Case B  16V RS 496-3589  

C63 100nF C0805 Rapid 71-1650  

C64 10uF Case B  16V RS 496-3589  

C65 10uF Case B  16V RS 496-3589  

C66 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

C67 40pF TZB4P400AB10R
00 

Farnell 176-0637 (Yellow) 

C68 1nF C0805 Rapid 71-2004  

    64 

D1 1N4148 DO35-10 Rapid 47-2380 1 

D2 3V3 SOT23 Rapid 72-4025 1 

D3 ZHCS400 SOD323 Rapid 47-2918 4 

D4 ZHCS400 SOD323 Rapid 47-2918  

D5 ZHCS400 SOD323 Rapid 47-2918  

D6 ZHCS400 SOD323 Rapid 47-2918  

IC1 78M08 D Pak Various 1 

IC2 78M05 D Pak Various 2 

IC3 78M05 D Pak Various  

IC4 MAV-
11BSM+ 

RRR137 MCL 1 

IC5 SPF5043 SOT143 Microwave 
MARKETING 

4 

IC6 SPF5043 SOT143 Microwave MARKETING 

IC7 SPF5043 SOT143 Microwave MARKETING 

IC8 SPF5043 SOT143 Microwave MARKETING 

     

L1 270nH L2012C/0805 Farnell 
MLF2012DR27K 

2 

L2 270nH L2012C/0805 Farnell MLF2012DR27K 

L3 330nH L2012C/0805 Farnell 
LQM21NNR33K10D 

10 

L4 470nH L2012C/0805 Farnell 
LQM21NNR47K10D 

2 

L5 470nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR47K10D 

L6 220nH L2012C/0805 Farnell 
LQM21NNR22K10D 

1 

L7 390nH L2012C/0805 Not usually needed 

L8 330nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR33K10D 

L9 330nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR33K10D 

L10 150nH L2012C/0805 Farnell 
LQM21NNR15K10D 

2 

L11 330nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR33K10D 

L12 330nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR33K10D 

L13 150nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR15K10D 

L14 210nH 10mm Coilcraft 142-06J08SL 6 

L15 210nH 10mm Coilcraft 142-06J08SL 

L16 210nH 10mm Coilcraft 142-06J08SL 

L17 330nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR33K10D 

L18 330nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR33K10D 

L19 330nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR33K10D 

L20 210nH 10mm W/0 can* Coilcraft 142-06J08SL* 

L21 210nH 10mm Coilcraft 142-06J08SL 

L22 210nH 10mm Coilcraft 144-06J12L 

L23 330nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR33K10D 

L24 330nH L2012C/0805 Farnell LQM21NNR33K10D 

    23 

MX1 ADE-1H MCL CD636 MCL 1 

     

R1 10R R0805  3 

R2 560R R0805  2 

R3 1k R0805  5 

R4 1k R0805   

R5 820R R0805  1 

R6 560R R0805   
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R7 10k R0805  2 

R8 10k R0805   

R9 10R R0805   

R10 68R R0805  1 

R11 390R R0805  1 

R12 47R R0805  1 

R13 430R R0805  5 

R14 12R R0805  1 

R15 430R R0805   

R16 430R R0805   

R17 430R R0805   

R18 150R R1206  1 

R19 1K R0805   

R20 1K R0805   

R21 4K7 R0805  1 

R22 2K2 R1206  1 

R23 1K R0805   

R24 120R R1206  2 

R25 120R R1206   

R26 100R R0805  1 

R27 500R RTRIM4G/J Rapid 68-0285 1 

R28 430R R0805   

R29 0R R1206  1 

R30 10R R0805   

R31 47k R0805  1 

R32 100k R0805  1 

R33 39R R0805  1 

    33 

TR1 BSV52 SOT23   (B2) Farnell 231-7548 1 

TR2 BFS17 SOT23   (E1)   

TR3 BC847C SOT23   

TR4 BCX51 SOT89 Farnell 1081273 2 

TR5 BCX51 SOT89 Farnell 1081273  

TR6 2N7002 SOT23 Rapid 81-0490 1 

     

Q1 42MHz HC43U G4HUP.com  

PCB   G4DDK.com  

Total     
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Appendix C 
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Appendix D 
 

Errata sheet 
  The following errors have been identified on the 'Initial PCB'  only. The component overlay, Appendix C,  

should be referred to in case of 
doubt. V1.3     27/11/13 

      

Initial (Iss A) 
boards 

Issue B 
boards Comments 

Wrong value L1 Should be 270nH not 150nH 

Wrong value L2 Should be 270nH not 150nH 

Shown as L8 L23 330nH 

Shown as L23 L24 330nH 

Shown as L38 L19 330nH 

Shown as L28 L8 330nH 

Wrong value C6 47pF (not 8.2pF) 

Missing C66 Missing on the schematic. Now added.Between MX1 and C33 

Not used C671 10nF 

Wrong package R22 Should be a 1206 size 

Missing R23 1k. Can be soldered between L4 and adjacent ground via 

Wrong name R33 Shown as R46, should be R33 = 39R 

Missing R31 47k. Can be soldered directly across TR6 Gate and source connections 

Missing R32 100k. Cut track to TR6 gate and solder R32 across the cut. 

Wrong name MX1 ADE1-H 

Missing IC4 Solder resist pads missing. Solder grounds to adjacent PTH vias 

Alternative 
package D1 Can be MELF package 

Shown reversed IC2 and IC3 Wrong designations on the PCB. Overlay is correct 

 

 


